
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1780

“Shame on your face, beat them!”

Wu Zhizhong completely lost his patience, and at the same time he

regretted a few steps, for fear that he would not be splashed with

blood.

Several bodyguards walked towards Lin Fan, and they were all masters.

“what should we do?”

The genius doctor Lin suddenly looked at Lin Fan nervously. At this

time, she was already confused.

No matter how great Lin Fan is, it is also in medical skills, if it is about

force. I’m afraid it won’t work.

“What are you panicking, isn’t I still there? A few stinky fish and

shrimps are worthy to scare me?”

Lin Fan said contemptuously.

Smelly fish and rotten shrimp?

The complexions of those grand masters suddenly sank, and suddenly

became angry.

This kid, really damn it!

There has never been anyone who dared to humiliate them like this in

front of them, even saying that they are stinky fish and shrimps.

Right now, a grandmaster stretched out his hand and pressed the hand

on Lin Fan’s shoulder:

“Boy, come over to me!”

just!

As soon as he stretched out his hand, he heard a creak.

Ouch! ! !

Immediately afterwards, the grandmaster screamed in an instant, and

his arm was broken in an instant.

what!

Wu Zhizhong and others were directly dumbfounded.

This is such a grandmaster, and when he touched this kid, his arm was

broken.

But Lin Fan patted his shoulder contemptuously:

“Sorry, I don’t like others touching my shoulder!”

For a moment!

The audience is petrified!

Everyone didn’t dare to breathe in the air, even the grandmasters had

an expression of seeing a ghost, they had never seen such a terrible guy

before.

They didn’t even see how Lin Fan made the move, and they were dealt

with by the other party.

What kind of monster is this guy!

“Wu Zhizhong, you idiot, I forgot to tell you. In addition to being the

genius doctor Lin, Mr. Lin is also the famous Master Lin!”

Zhang Jianjun sneered.

boom!

One word stirred up thousands of waves, and everyone had scalp

numbness at this moment, and they were completely frightened!

Lin Fan, or Lin Fan?

Oh my!

This guy turned out to be the unstoppable Master Lin who is now

famous in China?

The outside world even said that killing a great master is like

slaughtering a chicken and a dog, without any effort at all.

It is indeed a well-deserved reputation to be able to see it now.

And the fierce smile on Wu Zhizhong’s face completely solidified at

this moment

He didn’t pay attention to Doctor Lin, but Master Lin, he had to be

afraid.

On his side, there is no great master, how can he resist this monster in

front of him?

Even Xu Yourong, who was on the side, couldn’t help looking at Lin

Fan with a dull expression, and now he even wondered if he was

dreaming.

In addition to being the genius doctor Lin, Lin Fan’s identity is also Lin

Zongshi?

How good is this man?

But since he is so good, why should he pretend to be a despised junk?

She really can’t figure out what the hell is this!

Is it fun to pretend to be a pig and eat a tiger?

Or is there something wrong with this guy’s brain?

At this time, an old man yelled:

“Hurry up and take the young master, we are here to stop them!”

They are all He Lanxuan’s personal guards, who are ordered to protect

Wu Zhizhong, if Wu Zhizhong has three strengths and two

shortcomings.

Then not only will they die, but their families will also be implicated.

So no matter what, Lin Fan must be stopped.

And Wu Zhizhong also knew that he was planted today, and with Lin

Fan’s strength he would deal with Lin Fan no matter what.

Even if he didn’t leave, he might be in danger of his life.

damn it!

Wu Zhizhong gritted his teeth, and then looked at Lin Fan fiercely:

“I won’t let you go!”

After speaking, he quickly followed a group of subordinates and

quickly left the box.

“Can you go?”

Lin Fan snorted, then strode forward.
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